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INTRODUCTION 

 In the Proposed Order (“PO”), the Commission accepts Northern Illinois Gas Company 

d/b/a Nicor Gas Company’s (“Nicor” or “Company”) Second Triennial Energy Efficiency Plan 

(“Plan 2”) subject to Nicor making a compliance filing that incorporates the modifications 

explained in the PO. Environmental Law and Policy Center (“ELPC”) files this Brief on 

Exceptions to express concerns regarding the PO’s conclusion on adjustable savings. 

 While ELPC supports most of the findings in the PO, ELPC believes the PO erred in 

adopting Nicor’s proposed adjustable savings goal. ELPC emphasizes that Nicor’s proposal to 

adjust the savings goal in response to Illinois Net-to-Gross (“NTG”) and Illinois Technical 

Resource Manual (“TRM”) changes subverts Illinois public policy and removes Nicor’s 

responsibility to respond to changes in the market to improve programs. Additionally, ELPC 

asserts that the Commission should put Nicor’s Behavioral Energy Savings program back in the 

Plan. 

I. THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT NICOR’S PROPOSAL TO ADJUST 

THE ENERGY SAVINGS GOAL BASED UPON MODIFICATIONS TO NTG 

AND TRM VALUES. 

 

 The Proposed Order adopts Nicor’s proposal to annually adjust the savings goal based 

upon annual updates to the TRM and NTG. PO at 64-65. As the Attorney General (“AG”) noted 

in its briefs in this case, the Company’s proposed adjustable savings goal, if granted, would 

undermine Illinois public policy and remove Nicor’s responsibility to respond to changes in the 

market to improve programs. For the following reasons, the Commission should deny the 

Company’s request to annually adjust the savings goal. 

 First, the adjustable savings goal proposal undermines Section 8-104(i) of the Public 

Utilities Act (“Act”). The General Assembly made clear that utilities must manage their 
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portfolios and ensure maximum savings goals are achieved during the three-year Plan period. 

Utilities that fail to achieve the statutory goals face monetary penalties. 220 ILCS 5/8-104(i). 

Subsection (d) places some limitations on this mandate, by limiting the amount that can be spent 

on efficiency programs to no more than 2% in the applicable three-year reporting period. 220 

ILCS 5/8-104(d).  However, as the AG notes in its Initial Brief, “Importantly, no reference is 

included in this subsection of the Act to account for changes in NTG and Technical Resource 

Manual (“TRM”) values.” AG Initial Brief at 39-40. 

 Second, as AG Witness Phillip Mosenthal explains, Nicor’s proposal would “remove any 

incentive for utilities to strive for higher NTG values and to make appropriate program changes 

when NTG values are becoming increasingly low.” AG Ex.1.0 at 32. The goal amounts to a “set-

it-and-forget-it” approach to portfolio management, as the Company would have no incentive to 

improve the cost-effectiveness of its programs and could simply set programs and forget them. 

Nicor would have no responsibility to respond to changes in the market to improve programs 

(improve cost-effectiveness) and would instead be able to simply lower or raise its goals as new 

values are put in place. As Mr. Mosenthal notes, “the utility would be indifferent if an assumed 

NTG value dropped precipitously because its goals would simply be adjusted to accommodate 

this unfortunate outcome.” Id. Essentially, the effect of adopting Nicor’s adjustable savings goal 

would be to not only eliminate the Company’s incentive to make necessary program changes but 

to also grant the Company “an unfettered ability to lower savings goals.” CUB Initial Brief at 2. 

 With the diverse portfolio of programs and measures Nicor has proposed, Nicor has 

plenty of opportunity to make annual modifications to its Plan 2 to accommodate newly 

determined NTG values and still meet the savings goals. Id. Yet the Company would have no 

incentive to make such necessary programmatic changes if the Company is allowed to simply 
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adjust its savings goals in response to NTG value changes. For these reasons, it would be 

improper to permit the Company to adjust the program savings goal in response to NTG value 

changes.  

 Consistent with the logic regarding NTG, it would be improper to allow the Company to 

adjust the program savings goal in response to changes to the TRM values. The TRM is an 

annually updated document created by the Stakeholder Advisory Group (“SAG”) to provide a 

transparent and consistent basis for calculating energy savings generated by EEPS programs. The 

Company requests the ability to adjust the savings goal in response to TRM changes in order to 

remain current with TRM value assumptions. However, ELPC asserts that the TRM provides 

enough time and opportunity for the Company to make program modifications to ensure that the 

Company’s programs remain current with TRM value assumptions and achieve as much savings 

as possible. As Mr. Mosenthal explains,  

the TRM and TRM policy dockets [Docket Nos. 12-0568 and 13-0077] were 

established,  and procedures agreed to, to ensure a timely update process 

whereby program  administrators will know any TRM changes by March 1 of 

each year, at a minimum, 90  days prior to the beginning of the next program year 

and use of the next TRM version.  This allows utilities the opportunity to 

modify plans, shift promotions of measures,  incentive levels, etc., as they set fit to 

manage these known and certain changes. 

 

AG Ex. 1.0 at 33. In light of the fact that the TRM gives the Company at least 90 days to make 

necessary programmatic changes in response to TRM updates, ELPC sees no reason for why the 

Company should need to modify the savings goal to remain current with TRM value 

assumptions. As with an adjustable savings goal based upon NTG changes, an adjustable savings 

goal based upon TRM changes would allow the Company to avoid making necessary 

programmatic changes in response to TRM updates. The Company would simply adjust its 
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savings goals whenever the TRM changes. For these reasons, the Commission should not adopt 

the Company’s proposal to adjust the program savings goal in response to TRM value changes.  

 Finally, as Mr. Mosenthal notes, permitting the Company to adjust the savings goal based 

on TRM and NTG changes would be administratively burdensome and impractical. Id. at 34. For 

example, he explains that “the TRM contains literally hundreds of measures and thousands of 

individual assumptions.” Id. Maintaining and revising the TRM already consumes significant 

SAG resources. As Mr. Mosenthal explains, “If every change in a TRM had to be translated into 

explicit goal adjustments, this would result in constantly moving targets, require extensive 

administrative effort, and significantly reduce the transparency of goals.” Id. SAG parties would 

have difficulty following and understanding how the goal adjustments were made and whether 

they were appropriate.
1
 Id. As Mr. Mosenthal states, the Company’s request to adjust the savings 

goal every time the TRM changes would be comparable to a “building contractor specifying the 

cost of constructing a new building will be adjusted every time the price of nails changes, or gas 

prices change…” AG Ex. 2.0 at 19. It would be impractical and the administrative burden would 

be significant.  

 As the Proposed Order notes, Staff requests the Commission adopt a modified version of 

the Company’s proposal to adjust savings goals. In particular, Staff urges Commission to direct 

the Company to file any revised spreadsheets containing changes to NTG and TRM and energy 

savings goals. PO at 60. In its analysis and conclusion, the PO states that this additional 

spreadsheet filing condition proposed by Staff will “provide the Company with the proper 

                                                 
1
 For example, Mr. Mosenthal provides the following example about the difficulty and lack of transparency the 

Company’s adjustable savings proposal would create: “For example, the Company makes assumptions on average 

in their spreadsheets about the different customer types that might participate and install a measure. However, the 

TRM accounts for things like different hours of use by different customer type. The TRM allows for numerous 

specific calculations that are at a much greater level of granularity than the Company’s planning spreadsheets rely 

on. Therefore, if for example, the hours of use for a single building type changes for a single measure in the TRM, it 

is completely unclear how this would translate into a direct change for the overall estimated savings the Company 

has predicted from that measure.” 
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incentives for expending ratepayer funds in a prudent manner.” Id. at 64. Staff witness Jennifer 

Hinman, herself, admits that the adjustable savings goal request (without Staff’s additional filing 

requirement) amounts to a “set-it-and-forget-it” approach to portfolio management. Staff Ex. 1.0 

at 28. ELPC fails to understand, however, how requiring the Company to file a report or 

spreadsheet would prevent the adjustable savings goal from being a “set-it-and-forget-it” 

approach and remedy the problems ELPC and AG have identified. Staff does not explain how 

the filing requirement would incent the Company to expend ratepayer funds (used to implement 

energy efficiency on behalf of the ratepayer) prudently. Specifically, filing a spreadsheet or 

report does not require the Company to make necessary programmatic changes in response to 

NTG and TRM value changes to ensure that the Company is doing all it can to generate as much 

energy savings as possible with ratepayer funds. For this reason, the Commission should reject 

Staff’s modified version of the Company’s adjustable savings goals.  

EXCEPTIONS at 64-65 

 The Commission notes that the IL-TRM and NTG values upon which adjustments to 

savings goals would be made are not set by the Company, but rather are values that were either 

provided by independent evaluators and the SAG/TAC, agreed-to by the parties or derived from 

a Commission-approved process. The Commission notes that no evidence has been presented 

that the Company is not committed to energy efficiency or integrity in administering its Plan 

portfolio. The Commission also notes the issues that have been raised about the possible threats 

to the energy efficiency programs should this request be granted. 

 

 The Commission notes that Staff’s argument that the most-up-to-date and defensible 

information should be used when setting NTG and TRM values prospectively is undisputed. That 

fact, however, does not justify permitting the Company to continually adjust the savings goals 

established by the Commission in this docket in accordance with NTG and TRM annual updates. 

The Act explicitly established performance targets and penalties to utilities for failure to meet 

these energy savings performance targets. The utilities should ensure maximum saving targets 

are achieved during the three-year Plan period. For all of these reasons, we concur with the 

Attorney General and ELPC that the Company’s proposal should be rejected. The Commission 

directs the Company to respond to annual NTG and TRM value changes by making necessary 

program modifications and adjustments that ensure the energy savings goals established by the 

Commission are achieved during the three-year Plan period. agrees with Staff that it is critical 

that the most up-to-date information should be used when determining the values to deem for 
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energy efficiency programs because accurate deemed values provide the Company with proper 

incentives for expending ratepayer funds efficiently. Adoption of the Company’s proposal can 

help reduce litigation in the context of the NTG Framework and IL-TRM Update Process and it 

will help ensure the deemed NTGR values and the IL-TRM reflect the best available and most 

up-to-date information, which should provide the Company with the proper incentives for 

expending ratepayer funds in a prudent manner. Absent adoption of the Company’s proposal, the 

Commission agrees with Staff that the Company will have an incentive to oppose updates to the 

IL-TRM and NTG ratio values that reduce savings attributable to energy efficiency measures as 

those updates would make it more challenging for the Company to meet the energy savings goals 

forecasted in the Plan filing which were based on the Commission-approved IL-TRM in effect at 

the time the Plan was submitted. 

 

The Commission believes that it is appropriate to adopt the Company’s adjustable 

savings goal proposal, with the additional conditions identified by Staff related to flexibility and 

reporting and the NTG Framework. The Commission directs the Company to file the spreadsheet 

that demonstrates the savings forecasted in the Revised Plan match the calculated savings in the 

spreadsheet listing all the measures with the associated IL-TRM measure codes and assumed IL-

TRM input values, clearly identifying which inputs are subject to adjustment based on IL-TRM 

changes. The spreadsheet should clearly identify the assumptions used for each energy efficiency 

measure, including the IL-TRM measure codes, participation estimates, TRC ratios, net present 

value of benefits from the measure, program, savings, NTG ratio, building type, and other 

relevant measure-level inputs needed to calculate the savings estimated by the IL-TRM 

algorithm. 

 

The Commission directs the Company to file the revised spreadsheet containing the 

changes to NTG ratio values, IL-TRM input values, and energy savings goals in this docket no 

later than May 1 of each program year in advance of those values taking effect on June 1. 

 

II. THE COMMISSION SHOULD PUT THE BEHAVIORAL ENERGY SAVINGS 

PROGRAM BACK IN NICOR’S PLAN 

 

The second issue that ELPC believes the Commission should address is the Behavioral 

Energy Savings Program (BES).  This program involves Nicor sending customers information on 

a periodic basis that compares their usage to that of their neighbors, and then advises them on 

how they can reduce their usage and lower their bills.  Nicor currently runs this program under 

its existing three year plan and in the Proposed Plan Nicor submits a similar (inexplicably scaled 

back) program.  At Staff’s behest, the Proposed Order rejects Nicor’s BES plan and transfers 

money to the joint ComEd-Nicor Multi-Family Comprehensive Energy Efficiency Program and 

the Elementary Energy Education Program. PO at 15. ELPC submits that this decision does not 
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benefit customers and is inconsistent with the Commission’s finding in the previous Nicor 

energy efficiency proceeding, Docket No. 10-0562. 

 While the BES does not constitute a major issue in this proceeding, it should not be 

overlooked.  ELPC submits that the Commission has prematurely dismissed BES, and in doing 

so eliminated an important opportunity for saving reductions.  The issue takes on greater 

importance given Nicor’s inability to come anywhere close to meeting its statutory target, and 

the fact that BES is a low cost program that has potential to provide high returns on the dollar.   

 One key issue that the PO does not address is the results from the current Nicor BES 

program.  In 2010, the Commission approved a pilot as part of Nicor’s last Plan and yet the 

record in this case is silent on the outcome of that pilot. The Commission should consider the 

results of that pilot in its decision in this proceeding, or explain why those results do not merit 

consideration.  If the results of that pilot are not yet available, then no decision should be made 

on this program until they are. 

 ELPC notes that while the results do not seem to be available yet regarding Nicor’s BES 

program, ComEd’s identical program continues to achieve targets and deliver benefits.  

According to ComEd’s Annual Report for Plan Year 4, ComEd’s Home Energy Report program 

(same as the BES) generated 65,948 MWH of savings beating its target of 64,803 MWH. Docket 

No. 10-0570, ComEd Annual Report, April 24, 2014.  ComEd considers the program a success 

and shifted it to the IPA as part of its latest three year plan. Docket No. 13-0495, ComEd Plan at 

11.  Hence, there is some record of success with this type of program. 

In the final analysis, while many questions remain unanswered, such as why Nicor wants 

to scale this program back from 75,000 customers in the Pilot to 25,000 under the current plan 
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the program has too much potential to be dismissed.
2
  ELPC submits that the record contains 

sufficient testimony to approve the program.  Nicor characterizes it as “critical.” PO at 9.  

Additionally, Mr. Crandall testified that “the results vary with jurisdiction and utility, but based 

on the reported savings estimates energy reductions in the range of 1% to 3% should be 

realized.” ELPC Ex. 1.0 at 19.
3
  His recommendations also address the concern that behavioral 

change may be temporary.  He recommends that:  

[T]he Commission require Nicor to make it a high priority to connect customers 

participating in the Behavioral Energy Savings Program to the Nicor Home 

Energy Efficiency Rebate and Home Energy Savings Program and other energy 

efficiency programs that may result in the installation of long lasting energy 

efficiency measures and hardware.  

 

Id. at 20.  Given the challenge Nicor faces producing energy savings under a limited budget, and 

the potential savings from the BES program, the Commission should put this program back in 

the Nicor Plan.   

At a minimum, the Commission should reserve judgment until it sees the results of the 

pilot and keep the program in the Nicor Plan, subject to the analysis of the pilot results.  

Anything less sends the wrong signal regarding the importance of pilots, and the attention that 

the Commission will pay to the results. 

EXCEPTIONS AT 15-16 

 

e) Commission Analysis and Conclusion 

 

The Company’s budget is limited and should be carefully allocated to ensure maximum 

benefits to ratepayers.  Further, the Commission notes that the Company does not contemplate 

achieving the unmodified statutory energy savings goals set forth in Section 8-104(c) of the Act 

within the budget constraints set forth in Section 8-104(d) of the Act.  As evidenced by the cost-

effectiveness of the joint energy efficiency programs Nicor proposes to jointly implement with 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”), consumers would receive greater net benefits if 

Nicor spent the money allocated to the cost-ineffective Behavioral Energy Savings Program on 

                                                 
2
 Staff correctly notes that BES does not have a TRC over one, but this seems to be because Nicor plans to mail to so 

few customers.  This can easily be remedied.  
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the Company’s joint energy efficiency programs with ComEd during Plan 2.  The Commission 

wishes to encourage joint program implementation where possible because these joint dual fuel 

energy efficiency programs provide benefits to consumers by offering both gas and electric 

energy efficiency measures at the same time, thereby saving costs and reducing customer 

disruption.  The Commission hereby directs the Company to jointly implement programs with 

ComEd to the greatest extent practicable in order to provide a streamlined approach for 

customers to participate in programs offering both electric and gas savings energy efficiency 

measures.  The Commission also notes that Section 8-104(k) of the Act encourages statewide 

coordination and consistency between the gas and electric energy efficiency programs and the 

Commission’s directive herein should help foster such statewide coordination and consistency.  

Given the estimated shortcoming in savings, the Commission finds that Nicor should continue its 

BES program and explore ways to make it more cost-effective including expansion.  The 

Commission’s finding here assumes that the results of the pilot support going forward with the 

program, and the Commission orders Nicor to submit the pilot results to the Commission as soon 

as possible. 

 

Additionally, Tthe Company is directed to shift funds from the cost-ineffective tankless 

water heater measures and the Behavioral Energy Savings program to the cost-effective joint 

programs the Company currently implements with ComEd.  The Commission agrees with Staff 

that to the extent the Company wishes to deviate from the Commission-approved Plan and 

discontinue offering a program jointly implemented with ComEd, the Commission requires 

Nicor to petition the Commission to do so.  

 

The Commission sees merit in ELPC’s proposal concerning the Business Energy 

Efficiency Rebates Program.  Therefore, the Commission hereby directs Nicor Gas to increase 

the savings attributable to this program in the Company’s Revised Plan in a manner consistent 

with ELPC’s recommendation.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 The Company’s proposed adjustable savings goal, if granted, would remove Nicor’s 

responsibility to respond to changes in the market to improve programs. The Company would 

have no incentive to adjust its programs to ensure that they are generating the greatest savings 

possible. This would undermine the Public Utilities Act, which established performance goals 

and penalties for utilities that fail to meet the energy savings performance goals. The Company 

should be held to an overall energy savings goal, which would incent the Company to do as 

much as possible to achieve energy savings. Consistent with achieving the highest savings 
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possible, the Commission should put the Behavioral Energy Savings program back in Nicor’s 

plan. 
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